We introduce and study a new class of generalized nonlinear implicit quasivariational inclusions involving relaxed Lipschitzian mappings. We prove the existence of solution for the generalized nonlinear implicit quasivariational inclusions and construct some new stable perturbed iterative algorithms with errors. We also give an application to a class of generalized nonlinear implicit variational inequalities.
Introduction
Variational inequality theory and complementarity problem theory are very powerful tools of the current mathematical technology. In recent years, classical variational inequality and complementarity problems have been extended and generalized to study a wide class of problems generated in mechanics, physics, optimization and control, nonlinear programming, economics and transportation equilibrium, and engineering sciences, and so forth. A useful and important generalization of variational inequalities is a variational inclusion. Using the resolvent operator technique, many authors have studied various variational inequalities and inclusions with applications (see [1, 2, 5, 6, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 16, 18, 19, 20, 21] and the references therein).
In 1997, Verma [19] studied the solvability, based on an iterative algorithm, of a class of generalized nonlinear variational inequalities involving relaxed Lipschitz and relaxed monotone operators. Recently, Huang [9, 10] introduced and studied the Mann-and Ishikawa-type perturbed iterative sequence with errors for the generalized nonlinear implicit quasivariational inequalities and inclusions. On the other hand, Huang et al. [12] and Shim et al. [16] proved some existence theorems of solutions for the generalized nonlinear mixed quasivariational inequalities (inclusions) and convergence theorems of the iterative sequences generated by the perturbed algorithms with errors.
Inspired and motivated by the recent papers [1, 9, 10, 11, 12, 16, 19] , in this paper, we introduce and study a new class of generalized nonlinear implicit quasivariational inclusions involving relaxed Lipschitz mappings and construct some new perturbed iterative algorithms with errors. We discuss the convergence and stability of perturbed iterative sequences with errors generated by the algorithms for solving the generalized nonlinear 262 Generalized implicit quasivariational inclusions implicit quasivariational inclusions. We also give an application to a class of generalized nonlinear implicit variational inequalities.
Preliminaries
Let H be a real Hilbert space endowed with a norm · and an inner product ·, · , respectively. For given mappings f ,g, p : H → H, and N :
be a set-valued mapping such that, for each fixed t ∈ H, M(·,t) : H → 2 H is a maximal monotone mapping and Range(p) Dom(M(·,t)) = ∅. We consider the following problem. Find u ∈ H such that
which is called the generalized nonlinear implicit quasivariational inclusion. Some special cases of the problem (2.1) are as follows. 
is a proper convex lower semicontinuous function with
When g is the identity mapping, the problem (2.3) was considered by Ding [6] . (3) If f = 0 and g is the identity mapping, then the problem (2.1) is equivalent to finding u ∈ H such that
which is called the generalized strongly nonlinear implicit quasivariational inclusion considered by Shim et al. [16] . 
for all v ∈ H, where ∂ϕ denotes the subdifferential of a proper convex lower semicontinuous function ϕ : In the sequel, we give some concepts and lemmas.
Definition 2.2. A mapping f :
H → H is said to be (i) strongly monotone if there exists a constant r > 0 such that 
In a similar way, we can define the Lipschitzian continuity of the mapping N(·,·) with respect to the second argument.
Definition 2.5. Let {M n } and M be maximal monotone mappings for
Lemma 2.6 [4] . Let {M n } and M be maximal monotone mappings for
for every x ∈ H and λ > 0, where
Lemma 2.7. Let {a n }, {b n }, and {c n } be three sequences of nonnegative numbers satisfying the following conditions: there exists a positive integer n 0 such that a n+1 ≤ 1 − t n a n + b n t n + c n (2.13)
for n ≥ n 0 , where
Then a n → 0 as n → +∞. and so a nj +1 → 0 as j → ∞. A simple induction leads to a nj +k → 0 as j → ∞ for all k ≥ 1 and this means that a n → 0 as n → ∞. This completes the proof.
Lemma 2.8 (see [11, 12] 20) where ρ > 0 is a constant and
Existence and uniqueness theorems
In this section, we show the existence and uniqueness of solution for the generalized nonlinear implicit quasivariational inclusion problem (2.1) in terms of Lemma 2.8. 
266 Generalized implicit quasivariational inclusions for all u ∈ H. From (3.1) and (3.3), we have
By the Lipschitzian continuity and strong monotonicity of p, we have
Since N is Lipschitzian continuous with respect to the first and second arguments and relaxed Lipschitzian with respect to the first argument, we obtain
From (3.4), (3.5), and (3.6), we have 
then it is easy to check that condition (3.2) is satisfied.
From Theorem 3.1, we can obtain the following theorem. 
Perturbed algorithms and stability
In this section, we construct some new perturbed iterative algorithms with errors for solving the generalized nonlinear implicit quasivariational inclusion problem (2.1) and prove the convergence and stability of the iterative sequences generated by the perturbed iterative algorithms with errors.
Definition 4.1. Let T be a self-mapping of H, x 0 ∈ H and x n+1 = f (T,x n ) define an iteration procedure which yields a sequence of points {x n } in H. Suppose that {x ∈ H : Tx = x} = ∅ and {x n } converges to a fixed point x * of T. Let {y n } ⊂ H and let
If lim n→∞ n = 0 implies that lim n→∞ y n = x * , then the iteration procedure {x n } defined by x n+1 = f (T,x n ) is said to be T-stable or stable with respect to T.
(ii) If ∞ n=0 n < +∞ implies that lim n→∞ y n = x * , then the iteration procedure {x n } is said to be almost T-stable.
Some stability results of iteration algorithms have been established by several authors (see [3, 7, 12, 15] ). As was shown by Harder and Hicks [7] , the study on the stability is both of theoretical and of numerical interest.
Remark 4.
2. An iteration procedure {x n } which is T-stable is almost T-stable and an iteration procedure {x n } which is almost T-stable need not be T-stable [15] . Now, we give the perturbed iterative algorithms with errors for the generalized nonlinear implicit quasivariational inclusion problem (2.1) as follows. 
M(·,t).
For any given u 0 ∈ H, the perturbed iterative sequence {u n } with errors is defined 268 Generalized implicit quasivariational inclusions as follows: 
for n = 0,1,2,..., where {α n }, {β n }, {e n }, {l n }, and { f n } are the same as in Algorithm 4.3. Proof. Let u * ∈ H be the unique solution of the problem (2.1). It is easy to see that the conclusion (1) follows from the conclusion (2). Now, we prove that (2) 
